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GETTING  
TOGETHER – 
THE BIRDS  
AND THE BEES

So you’ve decided to move on 
and you’re at the tricky stage of 
reviewing what’s available out there 
in the market. Making the final 
choice is tough. Now’s the time to 
call on the backup to help you run 
through the criteria and survey the 
candidates. After all, you’re hoping 
for a long relationship.

This is the stage where things can 
easily go off the rails. Just like in 
any new relationship, third parties 
tend to have their own agendas and 
can easily overlook what the two 
key protagonists in the story really 
want. The message can become 
lost in translation.

To ensure this doesn’t happen when 
a new building is being selected, 
the influencers in the property 
industry – tenant representatives, 
property agents, lawyers and 
building consultants – need to 
listen carefully to what tenants and 
landlords are telling them. 

Ben Thomas, BBP and
Amanda Steele, CBRE3CHAPTER THREE:  

Getting together
By Lynne Blundell
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Emlyn Keane, head of property 
management and sustainable 
performance at AMP Capital, says 
from a landlord point of view it’s a 
case of understanding the needs of 
tenants and being one step ahead 
in meeting them. 

“It is a challenging market right 
now and economic drivers are 
extremely high. As a landlord we are 
concentrating on tenant needs for 
retention. When it comes to factors 
such as ’make good’ we are not just 
making good, we are making a lot 
better,” says Keane, who is co-chair 
of the Better Buildings Partnership 
with Mirvac’s Paul Edwards.

BIkES IN, CARS OUT

Despite the focus on cost, 
sustainability drivers are definitely 
there when it comes to site 
selection – they are becoming the 
norm, Keane says. For example, 
executive car spaces, once 
considered a given, are no longer 
in such demand. Instead, bicycle 
parking and maintenance areas as 
well as state-of-the-art end-of-trip 
facilities with showers and high 
security lockers are the new normal. 

At 50 Bridge Street, Sydney, AMP 
has converted car spaces under 
the building to install high quality 
end-of-trip facilities. The company 
has done the same in buildings in 
Canberra and Melbourne to meet 
tenant demand.

“In Canberra these facilities are 
instantly full. Wherever we install 
them they are applauded and well 
used,” says Keane.

Emlyn Keane, AMP Capital

THE  
LANDLORD
THERE’S A NEED 
TO ANTICIPATE 
THE TENANT’S 
NEED 
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LIGHT UP OUR LIvES

In its own tenancy at 50 Bridge Street, 
AMP Capital has trialled replacement of 
fluorescent tube lighting with LEDs on 
seven tenanted floors.

We simply changed like for like and did 
it over the weekend so nobody even 
noticed the change. We reduced energy 
use by 44 per cent from one week to 
the next and I think we can easily get 
to 50 per cent with a few tweaks and 
zonal control,” Keane says.

The work involved converting “already 
efficient” single tube T8 light fitting to 
LED tubes. 

“The total savings are approximately 
$28,000 per annuum across all floors. 
And energy use dropped from about 6.5 
watts a square metre to just over four 
watts a sq m,” Keane says.

The use of energy savings certificates 
also produced a 25 per cent reduction 
in the cost of installation. 

Keane says total projected payback is 
less than 2.5 years.

FLExIBILITY IS kEY 

Another key building attribute tenants 
are looking for at all ends of the market 
is high indoor environmental quality and 
flexible workspaces.

“Flexible work arrangements and the 
workspace that allows this is a key 
strategic driver for many companies. If I 
can provide flexible work arrangements 
for an employee and they can fit their 
personal priorities into their work 
structure I will get an increase in 
productivity from that person. That 
person becomes so engaged they 
commit to the business,” says Keane.
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THE AGENT 
 

THERE’S PLENTY OF (SmALLER) 
FISH IN THE SEA BUT THEY’RE 
FEISTY.

Jenine Cranston, senior director 
CBRE office services, says 
communicating the benefits of 
green buildings to small tenants 
occupying less than 1000 square 
metres is the key to shifting demand 
for better performing buildings. 

“The big market in Sydney is that 
of the small tenant,” Cranston 
says. “This sector represents those 
tenants under 1000 sq m and 
accounts for between 60 and 70 
per cent of tenant demand in the 
Sydney CBD. 

“For this group cost containment is 
a major focus. They are averse to 
financial surprises of any nature 

and focus on cost identification 
and containment during lease 
negotiations.”

Discussion with lawyers confirms 
these tenants are similarly cost 
conscious about green initiatives 
and keen to reduce any risk of cost 
surprises during the course of their 
lease term, Cranston says.

And while there is evidence 
to support the financial and 
operational benefits of high 
performing buildings, cost doesn’t 
mean the same thing to everyone. 

“Tenants are looking for the best 
possible commercial deal in 
whatever sector of the market they 
are in. Perceived value is critical 
and financial conservatism reigns,” 
Cranston says.

Jenine Cranston, CBRE

Tenants are looking 
for the best possible 
commercial deal in 
whatever sector of 
the market they are 
in. Perceived value is 
critical and financial 
conservatism reigns 
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“Landlords and agents therefore 
need to know what they are saying 
and how to communicate it to the 
specific target market.”

By not communicating effectively, 
agents and landlords are limiting 
the engagement possibilities with 
the tenant audience.

“And nobody in this market is so 
awash with demand that this can 
be ignored,” says Cranston.

SO WHO IS THE GREENEST OF 
THEm ALL?

Recently weve seen the larger 
multinationals and engineering 
firms emerging as the greenest 
tenants, says head of sustainability 
Pacific for CBRE Amanda Steele. At 
the other end are financial groups 
and law firms. 

 But even where requests for 
proposals do not always explicitly 
state they’re after green credentials, 
it would be a mistake to assume 
sustainability is not important to 
many.

“The market has evolved now 
to a state where environmental 
credentials are expected as an 
implicit requirement, the same 
as we would quality and amenity. 
In fact many equate green with 
quality,” Steele says.

“The market has also become a 
little more refined around green 
discussions so that they form part 
of an overall matrix.”

And the amount of documentation 
available these days to help agents 
sell the case for greener buildings 
is making the difference between 
clients committing to green 
initiatives or not.

“With opportunities to undertake 
works occurring at limited times in 
an asset’s life, it’s a matter of seizing 
the opportunity,” Steele says.

CBRE makes the following 
recommendations to landlords 
when looking to upgrade their 
buildings:

•	 Get	good	advice 
•	 Make	it	green 
•	 Limit	tenant	surprises 
•	 Communicate	the	benefits	 
     effectively to the target audience

THE AGENT  

Smaller tenants do not necessarily 
have a tenant advisor to help them, 
and occupancy costs represent a 
huge portion of their total costs. 
Over the past few years they have 
become acutely focused on due 
diligence when choosing a new 
building.

“This small tenant market has been 
particularly active in 2013 and we 
don’t see any major change to them 
being a key market driver for the 
next 24 to 36 months.

“Landlords and agents therefore 
need to know what they are saying 
and how to communicate it to the 
specific target market.

“There is an opportunity for 
engagement with tenants at the 
small end of the market. In many 
cases, these tenants don’t know 
what they don’t know. The key 
is to convey to them how green 
initiatives will positively affect costs 
to their business.

 

Amanda Steele, CBRE
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 Increased productivity 
is the holy grail. Once we 

have solid evidence of this 
there will be a big shift in 

demand for green

Gavin	Martin,	Jones	Lang	LaSalle

THE  
TENANT REP

TENANTS: I’LL BELIEvE IT WHEN I 
SEE IT. WHERE’S THE PRE-NUP?

Gavin	Martin,	regional	director,	
corporate solutions with Jones 
Lang Lasalle, says that green 
credentials are not yet tier one 
considerations for large tenants 
when choosing a new office space. 
For this to change the so called 

“C-suite” of executives – including 
the chief financial officer and the 
chief executive officer – must 
believe green factors have a 
material impact on the bottom line 
of the business, he says.

“We are operating at the large end of 
the market and our aim is to deliver 
real estate solutions that meet our 
clients’ business needs.

“First we need to define those 
business needs and we do 
that through focus groups and 
workshops. Then we move on 
to preparing a Statement of 
Requirement,” Martin says.

Once requirements are defined, 
JLL takes its clients through to the 
implementation phase. Round one 
involves the collation of information 
and round two involves short-listing 
and inspection of properties.

“Key at this stage is cost, quality and 
service. Then green considerations 
come in – they are not yet key 
factors in round one,” says Martin.

To make green considerations 
more influential the property sector 
has to make a strong case to the 
C-suite.

“When the CFO understands that 
being in a better performing 
building will affect the bottom line 
they will become key factors in 
choosing a space.

“The share price has to be affected 
and annual outgoings must be 
lower if the company is in a better 
performing building,” says Martin.

Other important benefits of better 
performing buildings, such as 
healthier work places, higher levels 
of staff attraction and retention, as 
well as increased productivity, are 
just starting to get traction. 

“Increased productivity is the holy 
grail,” Martin says. “Once we have 
solid evidence of this there will be a 
big shift in demand for green, but I 
don’t believe it’s there just yet.

“In the short term, cost benefits will 
be the key factor to drive demand 
for better performing buildings 
for tenants. If we can prove that it 
will help move green credentials 
to a tier one consideration in site 
selection.”
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have switches that automatically 
turn off the airconditioning, but I 
prefer to educate clients to switch 
it off themselves – to engage and 
build an awareness of how they 
impact on energy use.”

It’s all too easy to drop the ball 
post-occupancy, says Moore, but 
it needs to be an ongoing process 
where tools such as metering are 
used to track and monitor energy 
use.

“Any time anyone is going through 
an upgrade we recommend 
installing metering. It’s not just 
about the tenant – if we can 
communicate to the base building 
operator what tenants are looking 
for this can educate and motivate 
and drive the market.  
That way we can  
improve the  
building stock  
of cities much  
faster.”

THE BUILDING 
CONSULTANT
THE ExPERTS HAvE IT.  
ASk THEm HOW

Erik Moore, senior engineer with 
Arup, says the benefits of engaging 
specialists when choosing a site is 
that they’ve seen it all before and 
know the traps to avoid.

“It’s important that you have the right 
advice at the right time,” Moore 
says.

 “There’s a lot of really good tools 
out there to make sure that you’re 
well educated of what’s happening, 
but fundamentally nothing beats the 
collaboration between the owner, 
the tenants and the consultant 
making sure you achieve the 
best outcome from the properties 
available.”

He would also like to see more 
building occupants engaging with 
their environment rather than 
passively using the space once they 
move in.

“My preference is to work with clients 
to encourage them to engage 
with the space so they have more 
awareness of energy use and 
how they impact on the indoor 
environment quality,” says Moore.

“With ventilation, for example, if there 
is the option to open windows and 
have mixed-mode ventilation with 
a mix of air from the outside and 
airconditioning, you can choose to 

Erik Moore
 Arup    

You can 
choose to have 
switches that 
automatically 
turn off the 
airconditioning 
but I prefer to 
educate clients 
to switch it off 
themselves – to 
engage and build 
an awareness

Gavin Martin 
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The clauses document will:

•	 Offer	sample	lease	clauses	 
     covering common and less well  
     known areas of best practice and  
     green leasing

•	 Demystify	green	lease	clauses	by	 
     addressing concerns about risk 
 
•	 Provide	strategies	to	de-risk				 
     arrangements

•	 Deliver	model	clauses	in	a	format					
     that can be dropped into a     
     schedule or used standalone

•	 Offer	differing	levels	of						  
     commitment such as “must” and      
     “reasonable endeavours”

•	 Deliver	unbiased	drafting	of	the	 
  clauses so both tenant and  
     landlord can agree to mutually  
     beneficial benefits of collaborating

Another useful recently released 
tool is the free RICS leasing app 
called Leasa, available on web and 
smart phone (see the recent story 
on this by The Fifth Estate). The 
new app can call up key attributes 
related to a building, such as 
the Building Energy Efficiency 
Certificate, or BEEC, which includes 
a tenancy lighting assessment and 
the NABERS rating. It provides an 
instant display on what tenants can 
expect to pay in lighting bills and 
other energy bills. 

The app also allows for direct 
comparison between different sites.

Leasa can also allow the tenant to 
plug in all the details they might 
like to know about, such as bicycle 
facilities, give them a weighting and 
make a decision accordingly.

Nick Hudson, RICS

TOOLS WILL HELP: 
GET THE GUIDE

Preparing site selection briefs can 
be an onerous task for companies 
of all sizes. The Better Buildings 
Partnership has recently released 
a template to help with the site 
selection process as part of its BBP 
Leasing Lifecycle Tool.

The templates for tenant site 
selection briefs detail the services 
and features that occupants 
should expect from Premium, A 
and B grade office buildings when 
selecting a new site.

The templates were created in 
collaboration with the Property 
Council of Australia and its Guide 
to Office Building Quality 2012 – as 
well as other industry sources:

•	 Green	Star	rating	tools	(Green				 
     Building Council of Australia)

•	 National	Australian	Built		  
     Environment Rating System,  
     or NABERS

•	 Building	Energy	Efficiency																				 
     Certificates, Commercial Building  
     Disclosure (Australian      
					Government	Department	of	 
     Resources, Energy and Tourism)

The document contains tables 
designed to be copied and pasted 
into requests for information from 
tenants and tenant representatives 
to help compare and assess total 
cost of occupancy and compliance 
with industry quality standards. 
The templates cover both new and 
existing	Premium,	A	and	B	Grade	
buildings.

An electronic version of the 
template can be downloaded at 
http://sydneybetterbuildings.com.
au/sites

BBP is also working with Sparke 
Helmore Lawyers to produce model 
lease clauses that will help tenants 
and landlords establish a framework 
for collaboration over the lease 
term. The clauses are expected to 
be released in coming months.

John	Goddard,	J	Goddard	&	Co

http://www.thefifthestate.com.au/archives/52613/
http://www.sydneybetterbuildings.com.au/projects/tenant-owner-collaboration/leasing/
http://www.sydneybetterbuildings.com.au/projects/tenant-owner-collaboration/leasing/
http://sydneybetterbuildings.com.au/sites 
http://sydneybetterbuildings.com.au/sites 
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In our last chapter we talked to WWF 
about its decision to move to new 
premises when its lease came up for 
renewal. This chapter we look at the 
process WWF went through to choose 
a building and the role of the specialist 
building consultant in the decision.

Once the decision to move was made, 
the site selection process for WWF 
involved culling a list of 60 potential 
properties down to two shortlisted 
properties. This was an intensive 
process, according to WWF Australia’s 

operations and facilities manager 
Natalie Roberts.

“Our search really began by researching 
the market, looking at leading facilities, 
looking at our international offices and 
then meeting with real estate agents to 
really get an understanding of what the 
market had to offer us. 
 

“As a part of the process we attended 
industry events and participated in 
workshops conducted through the 
Better Buildings Partnership and 
CitySwitch. Through this we learned 
about critical tools that helped us 
along our way. These resources 
included the online Leasing Lifecycle 
Tool,” says Roberts. 
 
For WWF the priorities were about  
balancing sustainability, cost and 
culture.

WWF FINDS THE 
RIGHT mATCH IN 
ULTImO 

CASE STUDY:  
TWO HERITAGE 
BUILDINGS 
ATTRACT TOP 
SUSTAINABLE 
TENANTS

Nick Hudson

http://www.sydneybetterbuildings.com.au/2013/wwf-new-workspace/
http://www.sydneybetterbuildings.com.au/2013/wwf-new-workspace/
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Arup recommended that WWF 
use mixed-mode ventilation. 
Instead of installing switches that 
allowed for automatic shutdown 
of the airconditioning, Moore 
recommended manual switches 
combined with an education 
campaign on how to use the space 
effectively, which would work to 
build an awareness of energy use.

“It is important to keep occupants 
informed about how to operate the 
space. If people use the windows 
they turn the airconditioning off. 
This gives people the ability to 
work with their environment and to 
become engaged,” says Moore.

“WWF are interested in engaging 
with their space and so we were 
able to give them advice upfront 
in the installation and design 
process. This is one of the key 
benefits of engaging consultants 
in site selection – we are often 
involved in design of spaces so can 
point out aspects our clients won’t 
necessarily think of.

“Our involvement is not just about 
WWF but also about helping the 
landlord get the most out of the 
base building.”

Arup’s key recommendations to 
WWF included:

•	 Installing	meters	to	track	energy	 
     use 

•	 Installing	high	performance	 
     blinds to moderate daylight on  
     the clear windows 

•	 Offsetting	emissions	with	100	 
     per cent green power 

•	 A	green	lease

•	 Integration	of	Green	Star	 
     benchmark inclusions

The WWF workspace is being 
assessed as part of a pilot for 
the	Green	Building	Council	of	
Australia’s	Green	Star	—	Interiors	
program. 

“Initially it appeared that we had 
over 60 options available to 
us, however once we started to 
apply our key criteria to these, 
such as NABERS star ratings, we 
really started to refine what was 
available,” Roberts says.

This is the stage where WWF 
called on building sustainability 
consultants Arup to help with the 
final assessment and decision.

Erik Moore, senior engineer with 
Arup, said he had a pretty clear 
idea of what WWF wanted in a 
property and Arup’s role was to 
review the available properties and 
advise WWF which ones would best 
fit their criteria. In addition, Arup 
suggested strategies for getting the 
most from the properties.

“The key priorities for WWF were 
thinking about the organisation’s 
aims and philosophy. In particular 
they wanted good environmental 
performance of the space 
they were moving into, having 
connectivity between the indoor 
and outdoor environment, providing 
a pleasant working environment 
for the staff and having ratings 
for energy performance, water 
performance and an overall set of 

sustainability	tools	such	as	Green	
Star and NABERS. 

“These qualities also improve energy 
performance of the building, again 
benefiting both the tenant and the 
base building operator,” Moore says.

The selection was narrowed down 
to two buildings – a new property 
at	Green	Square	with	a	5	Star	
Green	Star	rating	and	a	heritage	
building in Smail Street, Ultimo 
with	no	Green	Star	rating	and	a	3.5	
NABERS energy rating.

“While the sustainability features 
of the new building were clear, 
the heritage building provided a 
beautiful environment and was 
close to WWF’s original workplace, 
which meant less disruption for 
staff and easy access to transport.

“It also has large sash windows, 
which could be opened for natural 
ventilation and provided a real 
connection between outside and 
inside. The building was shaded 
by a nearby building so that even 
though it faced west there was less 
of an issue with heat. I assessed 
that sustainable performance 
would not be that difficult to 
achieve,” says Moore.
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TRADING  
COmPANY 
CHOOSES FIRST 
6 STAR GREEN 
STAR HERITAGE 
BUILDING 

When	Kador	Group	restored	the	
iconic former headquarters of 
Perpetual Trustees, a heritage 
building at 39 Hunter Street that 
Perpetual had commissioned, 
built and occupied for 90 years, it 
appointed CBRE office services 
senior director Jenine Cranston.

The building was to undergo a 
complete retrofit and Cranston’s 
mandate was to secure a single 
building tenant for 6000 sq m, over 
seven levels, for a minimum 10-
year term.

According to CBRE, the implicit 
design constraints of heritage 
buildings provided for a challenging 
brief requiring an innovative 
solution to both the refurbishment 
and marketing of the building.

Early in the project, Kador 
committed to achieving a 6 Star 
Green	Star	Office	Design	v2	rating.	
Cranston and the CBRE CBD leasing 
team undertook the foundation 
course	and	achieved	Green	Star	
Accredited Professional status.

According to Cranston, this 
allowed the CBRE team to 
adequately and credibly convey the 
sustainability benefits of the asset 
to the target market.

“I	felt	the	Green	Star	course	would	
really help us find the right tenant. 
This was Australia’s first 6 Star 
Green	Star	heritage	building	and	
it was important to find a tenant 
who understood and valued such a 
credential,” says Cranston.

During the investigation and design 
phase Cranston provided regular 
advice to the design team on the key 
requirements of the identified target 
market. The architects responded 
by creating a design providing 
maximum occupant flexibility, 
including elements such as “glass 
stacks” around the central atrium. 

Site visits were conducted with 
potential tenants as well as 
other key influencers, tenant 
representatives and tenant 
advocates. Additionally, the 
invitation was extended to major 
architects and designers. In all, 
well over 100 presentations were 
conducted on site during the project.

Leading trading company Optiver 
was identified as a key target even 
though the space was substantially 
larger than their requirement of 
4000 sq m.

The company’s emphasis on 
providing an innovative as well as 
healthy workplace was considered 
to be a good fit for the building.

Optiver moved to Hunter Street 
in 2011 and in 2013 the company 
was named by BRW magazine as 
Australia’s number one place to 
work.
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